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Shawn Masters thanks
attorneys, police, others
after man is convicted

of felony assault and one
count of misdemeanor
assault.
Masters said, “Covington/Northern Kentucky will
Covington Commissioner be a much safer place with
Mr. Burke behind bars.”
Shawn Masters has
thanked the CommonThe confrontation had
wealth Attorney’s
raised the concerns
office, the Covingof GLBT citizens
ton Police Departabout Gay bashing
ment and men who
in Northern Kencame to the detucky’s largest city.
fense of patrons
Evidence showed
who were assaulted
that a car in which
outside of the
Burke was a pasYadda Club several
senger was being
months ago after a
backed out of a
Kenton County jury
parking when it
Masters
recommended a 17
almost struck
women
who had just left
year sentence for Devlin
the club on Pike Street.
Burke
After the women yelled
Burke, a Newport
at the driver the driver and
resident, will be sentenced
Burke got out of the car
next month after he was
found guilty of three counts and began assaulting the

.
..

women.
Three men in a passing
vehnicle saw the people
fighting and stopped to
help urging the driver and
Burke to stop the attack.
Witnesses testified that
Burke then used some kind
of sharp instrument to cut
the three men. All three
required stitches.
Gay slurs were also
heard during the scuffle.

GLSEN Prom
May 7th
GLSEN’s annual Prom
will be Saturday, May 7
from 7 p.m. to Midnight at
the Contemporary Arts
Center in downtown
Cincinnati.
Bring who you want.
Dress how you want.
Love as you want.

There has never been
such nationwide attention
to the school experiences
of LGBTQ youth as seen
this year. Locally GLSEN
have experienced an
outpouring of support from
their donors, especially
through the ISQCCBE.
To give youth a great
night at Prom and to make
sure more youth know
about GLSEN Greater
Cincinnati’s resources,
they are giving away the
first 150 youth tickets.
(Important notes: GLSEN
will run out of free
tickets and they must be
reserved in advance.
Email GLSEN to reserve:
prom@glsencincinnatiprom.com. Limit
2 tickets per reservation.
Must be under age 21.)
See Prom. Page 2, Col. 1

Cori Yaeger, PhD

Psychologist, LPCC-S

Individual, couples, families
LGBTQA-friendly, kink-aware
Communication, codependence, recovery, grief

Flexible Hours

Eastside Cincinnati
513-232-2139
dr-cori-yaeger.com
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Volunteer at
Your GLBT Center
Tuesdays with
Toby Martino
http://www.cincyglbt.com/volunteers

You’re invited!
Meeting every Sunday at 10:30 a.m.

Adults: your support and
presence make Prom
possible, and we promise
you an amazing evening.
Prom will feature the debut
of our first Stories Project
video. DJ and dancing.
Dinner by-the-bite from
Jeff Thomas Catering,
cash bar. Tickets remain at
$50 per person.
Friends of Prom packages are also available at
the $300 and $500 level.
Contact GLSEN for more
information:
prom@glsencincinnatiprom.com
or 866-934-9119.
Buy your tickets now at
glsencincinnatiprom.com!

1431 Main St., Cincinnati, OH 45202 ! 513-307-6963
www.thegatheringcincinnati.org
e.mail: thegatheringcincinnati@gmail.com
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PFLAG Cincinnati
Meetings on 2nd Tuesdays
7:00 - 9:30 p.m. at
Mt. Auburn Presbyterian
Church
http://www.pflagcinci.org/
info@pflagcinci.org
(513) 721-7900

Frequently asked
Questions about DOMA
In the days since President Obama’s Justice
Department announced it
would no longer be defending the constitutionality of
the so-called Defense of
Marriage Act (or DOMA)
in court, there has been a
lot of media buzz, but much
of the real impact of this
decision has remained
unclear.
And to be honest, much
of the real impact simply
can’t be made clear until
the courts or lawmakers
take action. But here is
what is known, written
as plainly as possible, so
that you can share it with
others.
While it is exactly not
known what impact this
action will have in a legal
sense, it is known that this
action opened up a tremendous opportunity for
dialogue, not just in
courtrooms, but in
dining rooms. Not just
in the political arena,
but in kitchens and
around water coolers.
And while legal
experts and elected
officials will be the
ones who eventually
decide what the law
will be, they won’t be
the ones who change
the hearts and minds
of the American
people.
See DOMA,
Page 3, Col. 1
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That’s where you come in.
This page aims to give
you all the information you
need to share with your
friends or family members
what the Justice Department’s DOMA decision
means and to counter some
of the misinformation that’s
being put out by opponents
of marriage equality and
political opponents of the
President.
General FAQs
What is DOMA?
The so-called “Defense
of Marriage Act,” or
DOMA, was passed in
1996 by Congress and
signed into law by President Bill Clinton. It has two
main functions. First, it
prevents the federal
government from recognizing any marriages between
Gay or Lesbian couples for
the purpose of federal laws
or programs, even if those
couples are considered
legally married by their
home state.
Second, it makes it so
that individual states do not
legally have to acknowledge the relationships
of Gay and Lesbian
couples who were married
in another state.
What does this deci-
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sion mean right now?
Right now, the only place
where this decision is
legally significant is in the
courts. DOMA is still in
effect, but it is being
challenged in a number of
court cases nationwide
(specifically, two high
profile cases are challenging the part that bans
federal recognition of
marriages between Gay
and Lesbian couples,
known as “section
three”). The Department
of Justice will no longer
defend DOMA against
those challenges. However,
this decision is also important because it sends the
message that some of the
nation’s most prominent
legal thinkers believe that
DOMA is discriminatory
and unconstitutional.
Was this decision
made by President
Obama or the Department of Justice?
The Department of Justice
is part of the Obama administration, and the
decision was almost
certainly made by Attorney
General Eric Holder,
President Obama and

others within the administration after careful consideration.
Why did President
Obama and the Justice
Department make this
decision?
The administration
conducted an analysis of
DOMA and found it to be
discriminatory and that it
will likely be found unconstitutional. As a result,
the Justice Department
decided not to defend
discrimination.
If the Justice Department thinks DOMA is
not defensible in court,
can someone stage a
legal effort to uphold it
anyway?
Yes. The law can be
defended in court by
anyone who has the

“standing” to do so.
Because DOMA was
initially passed by Congress, even a single member of today’s Congress
could decide to hire an
attorney known as a
“special counsel” to defend
it.
Have presidential
administrations made
similar decisions in the
past, regarding other
laws?
Yes. It has been done
many times. Just because a
law is passed does not
mean any given administration has to defend it - it’s
happened 14 times since
1992 alone, under both Bill
Clinton and George W.
Bush. In fact, current
Supreme Court Chief
See DOMA, Page 4, Col. 1

We will custom design a cleaning service to meet your individual
needs and send the same team of 2 to clean each time.
Cleaning Services Bill
and June Deegan

Ultra Maid
4240 Airport Road, Suite 123,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45226

www.ultra-maid.com jde49@aol.com
Custom maid service; Free phone estimates. Guaranteed,

(513) 731-0007
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Justice John Roberts was
ordered not to defend a
law, when Roberts served
as George H.W. Bush’s
Principal Deputy Solicitor
General.
Does this mean
DOMA is over?
No. The final say will
either belong to the courts
which will rule on the law,

or to Congress if it repeals
the law. In the cases
against DOMA that are
currently pending, it is likely
that members of Congress
and/or anti-Gay groups
will step in to defend the
law in court, instead of the
Department of Justice.
Congress could also, at
some point, act to repeal
DOMA by passing another

Obama administration to UN—fight discrimination
The Obama administration has called on the
United Nations Human
Rights Council to fight
discrimination against Gays
and Lesbians around the
world.
“Human rights are the
inalienable right of every
person, no matter who they
are or who they love,” said
Eileen Chamberlain Donahoe, U.S. ambassador to
the HRC in Geneva, in the
statement. "The U.S.

Elizabeth Taylor
dies at 79
Elizabeth Taylor, one of
the great actresses of
Hollywood’s Golden Age
has died.
Taylor devoted much
time and energy to AIDSrelated charities and
fundraising. She helped
start the American
Foundation for AIDS
Research (amfAR). She
also created her own AIDS
foundation, the Elizabeth

government is firmly committed to supporting the
right of Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, and Transgender
individuals to lead productive and dignified lives, free
from fear and violence."
The Human Rights
Commission has condemned human rights
violations based on sexual
orientation or gender
identity, including rape,
torture, murder and criminal sanctions.
Taylor Aids Foundation
(ETAF). By 1999, she had
helped to raise an estimated $50 million to fight
the disease. In 2006, Taylor
commissioned a 37-foot
“Care Van” equipped with
examination tables and X
Ray equipment and also
donated $40,000 to the
New Orleans Aids Task
Force
The donation of the van
was made by the Elizabeth
Taylor HIV/AIDS Foundation and Macy’s.
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How can President
Obama make this decision, and still not support marriage equality?
There’s nothing out of
the ordinary in someone not
supporting something on a
personal level, while
supporting others’ legal
rights to it. This is about
constitutionality. Opposing
DOMA is about letting the
states decide who is
legally married, and about
the federal government
respecting those
determinations, as it has
always done on other
issues of state law.
Addressing Myths,
Misconceptions and
Misinformation
Was this decision
politically motivated?
No, the decision was
based on sound legal
analysis. But even looking
at the issue politically, many
of the leaders in the marriage equality movement
are conservatives or
Republicans. Ted Olson,
who was George W.
Bush’s top lawyer and
who argued the 2000 Bush
v. Gore case, is currently
arguing that California’s
Proposition 8 is unconstitutional for the same reasons
the Department of
Justice says DOMA is
unconstitutional. Other
conservatives and/or
Republicans who have
expressed support toward
marriage equality include

former RNC head Ken
Mehlman, Dick Cheney,
Megan McCain, Laura and
Barbara Bush (the
younger), John Bolton, and
Margaret Hoover.
Has President Obama
“flip-flopped” on
DOMA?
Not at all. Conservatives
are claiming that President
Obama supported DOMA
during the 2008 Presidential
Campaign, but in fact, he
very publicly opposed it
during his run for the
Presidency. In 2007, during
the HRC/Logo Presidential
Forum, he said, “my concern is continually to make
sure that the rights that are
conferred by the state are
equal for all people. That’s
why I opposed DOMA in
2006 when I ran for the
United States Senate.”
Is the Justice Department refusing to enforce
DOMA?
No. Even if the Administration believes that the
courts will rule that it is
unconstitutional, until
DOMA is repealed by
Congress or overturned by
the courts, it is still the law.
DOMA is being challenged
in a number of court cases
nationwide (specifically,
the part that bans federal
recognition of marriages
between Gay and Lesbian
couples known as “section three”), and the
Department of Justice will
no longer defend DOMA
See DOMA, Page 5, Col. 1
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against those challenges.
However, the Justice
Department is still defending itself in a case about
whether DOMA prevents
the government from giving
benefits to the same-sex
partners of federal employees.
What would overturning DOMA do to the
average family?
Strengthen it. Expanding
the protections of marriage
to all loving, committed
couples and their families
will allow them to take care
of each other and be
responsible for each other.
Stronger families lead to
stronger communities.
Should the raising of
children factor into the
legal consideration of
DOMA?
It shouldn’t. There is
nothing in our society
which prevents a couple
who either cannot or does
not want to have children
from marrying. And
besides, thousands
upon thousands of loving,
committed Gay and Lesbian couples are raising
children, and all families
should have the same
protections.
Why do opponents of
marriage equality claim
that DOMA is about
children?
Anti-Gay activists are
constantly implying that
children of straight parents
are better off than children
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of Gay or Lesbian parents.
Usually they’ll claim that
“studies show children do
best with a mother and a
father” but when they say
this, they are citing studies
that compared children of
two-parent homes to
children of single-parent
homes. Those studies did
NOT compare children of
spouses of straight couples
to children of Gay and
Lesbian couples. All of the
US’s leading mainstream
medical, educational and
psychological associations
overwhelmingly agree that
children of Gay and
Lesbian couples fare just
as well as children of
straight couples.
For example; The
American Academy of
Pediatrics says:
“[S]cientific literature
demonstrates” that samesex couple children “fare
as well.” The American
Psychiatric Association
says: “Research indicates
that optimal development
for children is based not on
the sexual orientation of the
parents.” The American
Psychological Association
says: “There is no scientific
basis for concluding that
Lesbian mothers or Gay
fathers are unfit parents on
the basis of their sexual
orientation.” The American
Psychoanalytic Association
says: “Gay and Lesbian
individuals and couples are
capable of meeting the best
interest of the child.” The

Child Welfare League of
America says: “Any
attempt to preclude or
prevent Gay, Lesbian, and
Bisexual individuals or
couples from parenting,
based solely on their sexual
orientation, is not in the
best interest of children.”
And there is a mountain of
evidence to back those
groups up.
A study published in 2010
in the journal Demography
concludes that children
being raised by Gay and
Lesbian couples have
almost exactly the same
educational achievement as
children raised by married
heterosexual couples. Data
released in 2010 from the
US National Longitudinal
Lesbian Family Study
found that “[c]ompared to
the traditionally reared
teens, adolescents with
Lesbian parents rated
significantly higher in
social, academic and total
competence,” and that
“teens with Lesbian
parents also rated significantly lower when it came
to social problems, rulebreaking and aggressive
behavior than teens raised
in more traditional families.”
This isn’t just a recent
development, either. A
report published in the
American Sociological
Review back in 2001
examined 21 studies which
“almost uniformly
(found) no notable differ-

ences between children
reared by heterosexual
parents and those reared
by Lesbian and Gay
parents...” And in a study
presented at the 1997
national meeting of the
Society for Research on
Child Development,
research Psychologist
Charlotte Patterson said,
“When you look at kids
with standard psychological
assessments, you can’t tell
who has a Lesbian parent
and who has a heterosexual parent.”
The Gay & Lesbian
Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD) provided this
commentary. GLAAD
amplifies the voice of the
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Transgender community by
empowering real people to
share their stories, holding
the media accountable for
the words and images they
present, and helping grassroots organizations communicate effectively.
By ensuring that the
stories of LGBT people are
heard through the media,
GLAAD promotes understanding, increases acceptance and advances
equality.
Contact GLAAD: 5455
Wilshire Blvd, Suite 1500,
Los Angeles, CA 90036 |
Phone: 323-933-2240, Fax:
323-933-2241
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